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Job description 
Research and teaching position: Junior Professor opening a permanent position of research 
director 
Project name: Immunosurveillance & skin virome: relationships and role in inflammatory 
conditions 
Target period: 5 years opening a permanent position of research director 
 
How to apply:  
https://sp2013.inserm.fr/sites/eva/appels-a-projets/cpj/cpj_2022/Pages/Modalit%C3%A9s-
de-candidature.aspx 
 
The junior professor is expected to develop an original multidisciplinary project that will 
generate innovative concepts and models breaking technological barriers. 
It is imperative to contact the laboratory corresponding to the Chair you have applied for in 
order to build the project with them (contact:francoise.bachelerie@universite-paris-saclay.fr) 
 
Closing date for registration 2022, June 30th (5pm) 
 
 
Desired skills and experience 
Summary of the scientific project: 
Our perception of the microbial world and the interactions it establishes with each individual 
has evolved considerably over the last two decades. Like the bacterial microbiome, a large 
community of viruses, or virome, populates our epithelia bringing a new conceptual 
framework to the study of some viruses considered until now as strict pathogens. In this 
respect, the case of human papillomaviruses (HPV) is particularly edifying; metagenomics has 
revealed the diversity of this large family of more than 400 types that represent the main 
commensal viruses of the skin, even though they are responsible for ~5% of cancers and 
constitute important comorbidity factors of various inflammatory diseases. The nature of the 
immunological, environmental and viral factors that bias these commensals towards 
pathobionts as well as their suspected role in immunosurveillance and maintenance of skin 
barrier integrity remain open questions. The junior professor will build on his/her expertise in 
microbiology, immunology and cell biology to shed light on these homeostatic and 
inflammatory processes by investing in the development of innovative models (e.g. 
organoids/3D cultures). The ambition of the junior professor will be to characterize the 
dialogue between the skin immune sentinels, the skin microenvironment and the virome and 
how the imbalance of these tripartite interactions can promote an detrimental inflammatory 
response. These objectives will engage interdisciplinary actions and contribute to the 
development of therapeutic strategies. 

https://www.researchgate.net/jobderef/965174/https%3A%2F%2Fsp2013.inserm.fr%2Fsites%2Feva%2Fappels-a-projets%2Fcpj%2Fcpj_2022%2FPages%2FModalit%25C3%25A9s-de-candidature.aspx
https://www.researchgate.net/jobderef/965174/https%3A%2F%2Fsp2013.inserm.fr%2Fsites%2Feva%2Fappels-a-projets%2Fcpj%2Fcpj_2022%2FPages%2FModalit%25C3%25A9s-de-candidature.aspx


 
Summary of the teaching project: 
The teaching project will be part of the thematic courses of Master and PhD programs, which 
are developed within the GS "Health & Drug Sciences" and "Life Sciences and Health" of the 
University Paris-Saclay. The objective of these courses will be to introduce the conceptual and 
methodological issues of the fast-moving research field of host/virus interaction. More 
specifically, the junior professor will have to introduce the different concepts that this field 
integrates, from genetics, to cell biology, immunology and systems biology. He/she will give 
an overview of the human microbiome communities with an emphasis on recent knowledge 
of the virome (i.e. phages, eukaryotic viruses). This approach will embrace a methodological 
field by addressing metagenomics and more broadly "Omics" analyses (e.g. genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics). Finally, experimental models relevant to the study of the 
relationships between viruses and their human host will be discussed, from their 
implementation to their use to identify therapeutic targets or to screen new therapies. An 
important part will be devoted to the presentation of the technical and conceptual barriers 
that currently limit the development of models for the study of the human virome by 
highlighting the important potential of 3D cultures and organoids to reconstitute the 
organization and physiology of a human organ/tissue. 
About the employer 
The UMR996 Inserm-UPSaclay project benefits from its double affiliation with the faculties of 
medicine and pharmacy of the University of Paris-Saclay. It develops in a multidisciplinary 
context counting on a strong community of experts in the field of immuno-inflammation with 
whom collaborations are favored by programs led by the Interdisciplinary action "Health and 
Therapeutic Innovation" and the graduate schools (GS) "Health & Drug Sciences" and "Life 
Sciences and Health". The researchers, teacher-researchers and clinicians of the UMR996 have 
the shared ambition of conducting basic research related to diagnostic and therapeutic 
applications in the fields of inflammation and immunosurveillance. One of the research axes 
of the unit concerns the biological role and the pathological potential of microbial 
communities or microbiome inhabiting human skin epithelia. This axis is particularly focused 
on immune dysfunctions leading to uncontrolled inflammation and the emergence of 
pathologies (autoimmunity, allergy, cancer) in which these commensal microbes can play an 
initiating or worsening role as well as modulate the efficacy of treatments. In July 2022, 
UMR996 will move to the new Henri Moissan Institute in Saclay Campus, where it will benefit 
from a scientific environment of excellence. In this attractive context and also in the 
perspective of the departure of senior leaders, the recruitment of a young leader within the 
framework of an Inserm chair would reinforce this challenging thematic, contribute to the 
development of innovative research within the "immuno-inflammation" axis and thus 
preserve the competitiveness and ambition of the UMR996 project. 
 
Areas of Research 

Immunology 
Virology 
Inflammatory Diseases 
 


